Modelling Conditional Dependence Between Response Time and Accuracy.
The assumption of conditional independence between response time and accuracy given speed and ability is commonly made in response time modelling. However, this assumption might be violated in some cases, meaning that the relationship between the response time and the response accuracy of the same item cannot be fully explained by the correlation between the overall speed and ability. We propose to explicitly model the residual dependence between time and accuracy by incorporating the effects of the residual response time on the intercept and the slope parameter of the IRT model for response accuracy. We present an empirical example of a violation of conditional independence from a low-stakes educational test and show that our new model reveals interesting phenomena about the dependence of the item properties on whether the response is relatively fast or slow. For more difficult items responding slowly is associated with a higher probability of a correct response, whereas for the easier items responding slower is associated with a lower probability of a correct response. Moreover, for many of the items slower responses were less informative for the ability because their discrimination parameters decrease with residual response time.